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Figure 4 – Item 6
1. Jewish Community of Krakow. Homage of the Chief Rabbi and Jewish Community of Kazimierz to Prince Karl Von Auersprg, Krakow: 1796. Printed on Silk. Krakow, 1796. [10182]

1 bifolium (17.25 x 9.5 inches.; 440 x 240 mm). Printed on pink silk in black ink on three of four sides, one intentionally blank. The formal paying of homage to the ruling authorities was a vestige of medieval feudal practices in which each of the various constituent estates within the realm swore allegiance to the ruler who in turn guaranteed their protection. Jews had long been seen as a separate constituency within the European nations in which they lived, disconnected from the nobility, the peasantry and the merchant classes. Thus it was incumbent to offer their allegiances as a separate group. Naturally the paying homage required renewal whenever a change occurred in the composition of the reigning authority. Following the the third and final partition of Poland in 1775, Krakow and the adjacent Jewish city Kazimierz fell under Austrian rule. This item documents the formal homage to Prince Karl Joseph Anton von Auersperg (1720-1800), a member of the princely family of Auersperg originally from Carniola, one of the hereditary Habsburg duchies in what is now Slovenia.

Created for formal presentation to the Prince, the document was printed on luxurious silk rather than on paper or parchment, as a way of demonstrating the exceedingly high esteem in which the Jewish community held their secular ruler.

2. Jewish Soldiers in the Franco Prussian War. German Printed Wall Hanging Commemorating A Yom Kippur Service at Metz During the Franco Prussian War. Germany, Circa 1880. [3973]

Circa 1880. Designed by Moritz Daniel Oppenheim (see Treasures of Jewish Heritage, Jewish Museum London, 2006 page 98). Printed in black and red on undyed cotton, inscribed, titled and dated in German and Hebrew, including a poem in German at the corners. Measures approx 67 x 70 cm. See Barnett, R.D., Catalogue of the Jewish Museum London No 664 illustrated plate clxxv. One small hole. £1,950

3. Souvenir of Tripoli 23-1-1943 Challah Cover 1943. Tripoli was liberated by the British in World War II on the 23rd of January 1943 by the 8th Army under the command of Montgomery. This extraordinary Challah Cover (46 x 36 cm) commemorates the event. On left top corner it says Tripoli Hamarev with a Magen David with Zion in the middle above it, on the right hand corner of the Challah cover it says Souvenir of Tripoli 23-1-1943. There are 3 other decorative images on the cover which also has a decorative border. [10216] £395

Camp David

The Camp David Accords were signed by Egyptian President Anwar El Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin on September 17, 1978, following thirteen days of secret negotiations at Camp David. Two framework agreements were signed at the White House, and were witnessed by United States President Jimmy Carter. The second of these frameworks, A Framework for the Conclusion of a Peace Treaty between Egypt and Israel, led directly to the 1979 Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty, and resulted in Sadat and Begin sharing the 1978 Nobel Peace Prize.
4. **[Photograph] Camp David - Begin - Sadat – Carter.**

Large colour photograph (landscape) 22.5 h x 34 w Sadat Begin and Carter shaking hands at Camp David 1978. Mounted ready for framing, mount size 33.5 h x 45 w cm

£150

5. **[Photograph] Camp David - Begin - Sadat – Carter.**

Large colour photograph (landscape) 22.5 h x 34 w Sadat Begin and Carter seated signing documents at Camp David 1978. Mounted ready for framing, mount size 33.5 h x 45 w cm

£150

6. **[Begin, Menachem] Camp David Agreement - Signed Copy!! 1978**

Typescript 14 pp + letter. A copy of the Camp David Agreement from 1978. It has been signed on the first page by Menachem Begin, A Framework for Peace in the Middle East Agreed at Camp David, September 17th, 1978. The Camp David Accords in 1978 led to the establishment of the Peace Treaty between Israel and Egypt which was signed in 1979. The Treaty was signed by Anwar Sadat, Menachem Begin and Jimmy Carter. This agreement was sent on request to an eager follower of current events and is accompanied by a letter from Harry Hurwitz (Prime Minister's Adviser on External Information) on headed paper of the Israeli Prime Minister's Office. The letter is dated January 4th, 1979 and says "Please forgive the long delay in my reply to your letter of 18th September. When it arrived we were still in the United States dealing with the aftermath of Camp David. ...It was not easy to secure the signature of the Prime Minister to a copy of a Camp David Agreement but I am happy to send it to you herewith. It is of course not a copy of the actual paper, but an authentic reproduction of it. Moreover the Prime Minister could not sign it in the specified spot but chose to do so on the open page of the Framework....."

£2,950

**Synagogues**

7. **Gyor Synagogue (Gior Synagogue Hungary) Six mounted Photographs.**

Circa early 20th Cent

3 large mounts - see attached photograph. The mounts measure 55.5 cm x 34 cm and contain 2 photographs one large (28 x 22 cm) and one small photograph (10 x 7 cm) Some damage to 2 of the smaller photos. Two of the mounts are external views of the synagogue and one is an internal view. They all seem to focus on the East side (Mizrach) of the synagogue. The synagogue is the Neologue Synagogue (Conservative). Gyor is a city in North West Hungary and the synagogue was built in 1870.

£750

8. **Comunitatea Templului - "Or Chudosch". Bucharest, Circa 1904.**

A large oblong album (40 h x 48cm w). has three photographs (one external and two internal views) of the Russian Synagogue. It says prominently on the title page published during the reign of King Carol 1. Gilt decorative cover. Shows some signs of wear. Some soiling to title page. A little bit of wax dripped on front board. Photographs have the stamp of S Schwartz.

£1,250
9. **Souvenir Journal issued in connection with the Bazaar arranged by the Sisterhood of the Brooklyn Jewish Center, May 9th to May 14th, 1931.** New York, The Brooklyn Jewish Center 1931

Original wrappers, 28.5cm. Mainly dedication and sponsorship pages. £95

**Zionism and Palestine**


Original wrappers, 19cm, 177 + (3) pp. TOGETHER with a letter from Eli Eyal (World Zionist Organization) in which Eyal says "We all remember the scene, when, upon concluding his fighting speech from the rostrum of the United Nations Assembly Hall, Haim Herzog, Israel’s UN Ambassador, tore up the draft text of the infamous Resolution equating Zionism with Racism. In doing so, he said 'For us, the Jewish People, this Resolution, based on hatred, falsehood and arrogance, is devoid of any moral or legal value.' " .............. £30

11. **Elazari-Volcani, I (Director Agricultural Experiment Station). - The Transition to a Dairy Industry in Palestine.** Tel Aviv, Amanut, 1930. [10215]

Original wrappers, 91 pp + numerous photographs at the end. A few annotations in blue, overall very good condition. Bulletin 11 of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural History of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, October, 1930. £95


Original wrappers. 25.5 cm. 10 pp plus fold out map from the 'Survey of Palestine, Jaffa 1936' revised in 1946. The map measures 50 x 44 cm when unfolded. The map shows the different administrative blocks of Jerusalem. £150


14. **Shipton, Sidney L. - Towards a Practical Zionism: The Tasks and Work of a Zionist Society.** London, the Zionist Federation. [10190] Original wrappers, cover title, 22.5cm, unpagedinated, very good condition. £20

15. **[Weizmann, Chaim] Zion - incorporating The New Judaea - Vol III, No 2 -** (Issue immediately after Weizmann’s death and there are several articles relating to him). Jerusalem, 1952. [10199] Original wrappers,, 60 pp - Chaim Weizmann, the architect of the Balfour Declaration and first President of the State of Israel, died on November 9, 1952. This issue came out immediately afterwards and is dated November 1952. £25


Oblong photograph album. Approx 40 photographs, snapshots. On the first page there is a panorama. Others show the buildings of the Kibbutz, members of the Kibbutz farming the land, looking after the animals, working in the Kibbutz workshops and children eating or playing. There are also some with Kibbutz members in uniforms armed with rifles the uniforms look like those of the Special Night Squads. The Special Night Squads were created by Orde Wingate and proved an extremely effective tactic in putting down the Arab Revolt. One of these pictures has Orde Wingate in the picture. The photographs are snapshot size 9 x 6 cm and some are dated in the lower right hand corner the dates are 1936, 37 or 38. On the first
On remembrance of the days spent by you in Ain-Harod. Take our cordial blessings. Very possibly an album presented to Orde Wingate. There is a handwritten date of June 1938. Ein Harod was where Orde Wingate based his special night squads (1936-1938) during the Arab rebellion (1936-1939). He left to go back to England towards the end of 1938. £750

17. **World Reaction to the UN Resolution on Zionism.** Geneva (Geneve), Centre D'Information Et De Documentation Sur Le Moyen-Orient [1975] [10200]

Original card wrappers, stapled, 28cm. Reaction of many newspapers and periodicals around the World to the UN Resolution equating Zionism with Racism. In a variety of languages but only Roman scripts. Mostly in English but also Italian, German, Spanish, French etc. Includes a number of cartoons. £95


A conference and program which was co-sponsored by the B'nai B'rith International, the World Jewish Congress and the World Zionist Organization and hosted by the Department of State. Not all paginated but about 40 to 45 pp. Not bound but individual sheets stapled in card wrappers 28 x 22 cm very good condition. Includes talks by Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Arthur Hertzberg and many others. £75

---

**American Jubilee Books of Trade Associations, Union Annuals and Similar Items in Yiddish**

19. **Gevurkshaften - 40th Anniversary of the United Hebrew Trades.** New York, United Hebrew Trades 1928 [8392]

Yiddish. Original wrappers, 30.5cm, 160 pp. Advertisements. £125

20. **New York Arbiter Ring Yahr Buch.** New York, Central Committee of the New York Workmen’s Circle Schools 1942 [8399]

Original green printed wrappers wrappers, 29cm, 80 pp. Illustrated. Text in Yiddish. Marking the 23rd Year of the Arbeiter Ring Shulen and the 21st Year Mitelshul £95

21. **Artef Jubilee Committee Ten Years Artef (Yiddish Proletarian Theatre) - Published for the Tenth Anniversary of the Artef.** March, 1937. New York, Artef 1937 [8391]

Original wrappers, 28cm, 171 pp in Yiddish, 23 pp in English. Illustrated. Several articles, it also lists the members of the Artef with portraits and potted biographies. £175


Original illustrated wrappers, 30.5cm, 23 pp in Yiddish + 85 pp in English. Illustrated £125

23. **Yiddish Actor's Union - For the 10 Year Anniversary of the Death of Rubin Guskin.** New York, Yiddish Actor’s Union 1930 [8404]

Original decorative wrappers, 31.5cm, 131 pp. Black and white photographs. In Yiddish. £125

25. **International Ladies Garment Workers Union, Local 91 - ILGWU 25th Anniversary of Local 91 - ILGWU** (International Ladies Garment Workers Union) Testimonial to Harry Greenberg for 25 years of Union Service 1938

Original paper covered boards, 31cm, unpag. Spine missing, internally clean. Black and white photographs and sponsorship pages. Text in English. Half of one page is missing in the middle of the book. While not exclusively Jewish many of the individuals featured etc were Jewish.


26. **Fiftieth Anniversary of the Local 1 - I L G W U - Cloak and Suit Operators Union.** New York, Cloak and suit operators union 1936

Original decorative wrappers, 31cm, text in English and Yiddish. Each page has a gilt decorative border.


27. **35th Anniversary of the Hebrew American Typographical Union Souvenir Buch 1888 – 1923.** New York, 1923

Original decorative wrappers, oblong, 26 x 33cm, text in Yiddish. Each page has a gilt decorative border. Includes photographs of members.


Original wrappers, spine taped, corner missing from top wrapper, 28cm, 196 pp. Illustrated. Text in Yiddish. Some black and white illustrations, portraits and pictures of several of the different newspapers. A number of articles on the history of the Yiddish press in America. Numerous advertisements and also greetings from some of the American Unions, some with quite long statements. It also commemorates I L Peretz who died in 1945.


Original wrappers, 28cm, 39 pp in English, 188 pp in Yiddish. Advertisements and illustrations. Tear to fore-edge on English side. Articles include Abraham Goldberg by Louis Lipsky; Polish Jews in War and Peace by Dr Joseph Tenenbaum; Polish Jewish Artists by Alfred Werner; Art and Art Appreciation by Rachel Wischnitzer-Bernstein; Reactionary Groups in Poland by Alexander Z Hafftka etc. In the Yiddish part there are several articles relating to the destruction of Polish Jewry by the Nazis, Polish Jewish Press, Polish Jewish Arts and Literature.


30. **Kasner, Dr L. and P Simon and S D Singer (editors.) - Workmen’s Circle 37th Convention Journal -. 17th Kinder Ring.** Philadelphia, Workmen’s Circle 1937

Original wrappers, 28cm, 28 pp in English, 244 pp in Yiddish. Advertisements. Contains a directory of the delegates from the different branches of the Workmen’s Circle.


Jewish Farmers

32. **Jewish Farmer's Chorus.** Saturday, Sunday May 14, 197. Temple Beth Am, Lakewood, N.J. Lakewood 1972  [10152]

    Original decorative wrappers, 25.5 cm, unpaginated, illustrated. Text in Yiddish and English. £60

33. **Klerman, Muni (ed). - Jewish Farmer's Chorus** Saturday, June 12, 1954. Temple Beth Am, Lakewood, N.J. Lakewood 1954  [10151]

    Original decorative wrappers, 25.5 cm, unpaginated, illustrated. A little damp damage to fore-edge not affecting text. Text in Yiddish and English. £75

34. **Davidson, Gabriel The Jewish Agricultural Society, Inc - Annual Report of the Managing Director, 1941** New York, Jewish Agricultural Society 1941  [10147]

    Orig wrappers, 23cm, 35 pp £35

35. **Davidson, Gabriel The Jewish Agricultural Society, Inc - Annual Report, 1936** New York, Jewish Agricultural Society 1936  [10148]

    Orig wrappers, 23cm, 32 pp £35


    Orig wrappers, 23cm, illus 32 pp £35

37. **Davidson, Gabriel The Jewish Agricultural Society, Inc - Annual Report of the Managing Director, For the Period 1900-1949** New York, Jewish Agricultural Society 1950  [10150]

    Orig wrappers, 23cm, illus 47 pp. Note letter enclosed Crease to front cover £35


    Orig wrappers, 23cm, illus 28 pp £35

Anglo Judaica


41. **(Ephraim Alex)** A Scheme For A Board of Guardians, To Be Formed For the Relief of the Necessitous Foreign Poor TOGETHER with the first half-yearly report for the Board of Guardians for the Relief of Jewish Poor. London, Printed by Judd and Glass c 1858

Wrappers, 20cm, 7 pp disbound (presumably has come from a volume of bound pamphlets) ex library with cancellation stamp. Comes together with the First Half Yearly Report of the Jewish Board of Guardians 30 pp gives list of donors and table listing the types of recipients. Cover detached, ex library. The Jewish Board of Guardians was established in London in 1839 under the presidency of Ephraim Alex. It dispensed among those in dire need funds for food and fuel and on request for prayer books and tefillin. Subsequently Boards of Guardians were set up in other English cities including Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool and Hull. See Palgrave Dictionary of Anglo Jewish History page 476

£150

42. **Meldola, Rev. D.-** A Sermon delivered at the Spanish and Portuguese Jews' Synagogue, Bevis Marks, on the Penitential Sabbath, 8th Tishri-21st September-5605. London, Samuel Meldola 5605/1844

Original wrappers, 23cm, 16 pp, soiled and worn top wrapper detached.

£125


Disbound 20 cm 16 pp, David Meldola became the Rabbi of the Bevis Marks Synagogue in 1832. He was was the eldest son of Haham Raphael Meldola

£125

44. **[Moses Montefiore]** Prayer Offered Up in the Synagogues of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews (Shaar Hashamayim) On Adar 1, 5619 in Consequence of the Approaching Departure of Sir Moses and Lady Montefiore on Their Mission to Rome. London 1859

Self wrapps, 22cm, 4pp Text in English and Hebrew. Slight age tanning overall very good condition. Sir Moses Montefiore went to Rome to plead with the Pope in the Mortara Affair - Edgardo Levi Mortara was a Jewish boy who became the centre of an international controversy when he was removed from his Jewish parents by authorities of the Papal States and raised as a Roman Catholic. Church authorities took custody of the boy after receiving a report that he had been given emergency baptism by a domestic servant during a serious infantile illness. In the Papal States it was against the law for non-Catholics to raise Catholic children. Mortara was adopted by Pope Pius IX and became a Roman Catholic priest. (See Wikipedia and Abigail Green - Moses Montefiore - Jewish Liberator, Imperial Hero, Ruth Lehmann bibliography (first item on page 155))

£175

45. **Jewish Chronicle Facsimile** First issue of the Jewish Chronicle together with November 1911 issue. London 1911

Orig wrapps, 32.5 cm disbound separated at spine. The facsimile of the first issue of the Jewish Chronicle was issued as a supplement to the November 17th issue of the Jewish Chronicle 1911. This was for the 70th anniversary of the newspaper which was first issued on November 12th, 1841. The first issue is very rare, so much so that Cecil Roth when writing his book on the Jewish Chronicle in 1949 had to rely on this facsimile when writing about the period. (Note: the book, The Jewish Chronicle 1841-1941, does not bear his name as he felt he was not given sufficient editorial independence). Comes with the November 17th issue which is lacking the initial pages of advertisements and last page of ads.

£95
Office of the Chief Rabbi The Great War - Form of Praise and Thanksgiving to Almighty God Consequent on the Cessation of Hostilities. London, Office of the Chief Rabbi 5679(1918) [10191]

Original wrappers, 21.5cm, 7 pp. Some minor soiling and rusting to staples, overall very good condition. Hebrew and English. £75


Full modern leather with gilt title on spine and new endpapers, some soiling to title page and a few corners have worn away not affecting text. 16cm, 64 pp. Text in Hebrew and Yiddish. Some wear to especially title page there is some loss at corners not affecting text and some soiling and staining. This is a very early London book of Synagogue laws. The Hambro Synagogue was founded in 1707 at Magpie Alley, Fenchurch Street in London by Marcus Moses (Mordechai Hamburger) whose communication by Rabbi Aaron Hart had deprived him of a place to worship. It was one of the five constituent synagogues of the United Synagogue in 1870. It finally closed in 1936 when it was amalgamated with the Great Synagogue. See The Palgrave Dictionary of Anglo Jewish History page 390. Roth Magna B7:10 – Hebraica £950

***** The Jew Bill ***** 1753

British Government. - An Act to permit Persons professing the Jewish Religion, to be naturalized by Parliament ; and for other Purposes therein mentioned (the Jew Bill). George II. London, Robert Baskett, 1753. [6726] £975

Original wrappers, disbound, 32cm, 407-410 pp, very good condition, wear to spine. Known as the "Jew Bill", this historic Act of Parliament provided for the naturalization of the Jewish people in England. However it created a political storm and a wave of Antisemitism - subsequently, it was repealed within a few months. Roth Magna B2:3


David Levi (1742 - 1801). Engraved by Bromley from an original painting by Drummond. Published in the European Magazine June 1st 1799. Stipple engraving 102 x 76 mm. Mounted ready for framing. David Levi was an author and printer. "A prolific author on Jewish themes, he was unsurpassed as an expositor and defender of Judaism” see the Palgrave Dictionary of Anglo-Jewish History. He published Hebrew prayer books, Festivals prayers and a Haggadahs with his own translations. £125


Solomon, Zailick. - An Exposure of Hypocrisy and Bigotry, And a Strenuous Vindication of the Israelites, in An Address To the Members of A Society Promoting Christianity Amongst the Jews London, E Justins, 1822. [10154]

Original leather binding, 22cm, 334 pp. Wear to binding, inner hinge broken. A piece of the title page is missing, not affecting text. The text block is still held together. The London Society for Promoting Christianity Amongst the Jews was established in
1808 and created a strong antipathy amongst the Jewish community. Rabbi Solomon Hirschell issued some broadsides threatening to excommunicate parents that sent their children to missionary schools. This work is a full length polemic against this missionary society. Roth Magna B4:64

£375

52. **An appeal to the females of the United Kingdom, on behalf of the London Society for Promoting Christianity among the Jews:** more especially with reference to the degraded situation of the poor Jewesses, "That through your mercy, they also may obtain mercy." / by a lady. London, B.R. Goakman, c 1811. [10239]

Bound in more recent cloth, gilt title on spine, blank pages have been bound at the end of the pamphlet, 10 pp. Plus 2 page publishers list. Listing works published by B R Goakman at the London Society's Depository (from these it looks like the date should be around 1811) The Committee of the London Society feel particularly desirous of recommending the case of the poor Jewesses to the benevolent consideration of the Ladies of Great Britain and Ireland. Worldcat records no copies in the USA (in fact none outside of the UK) £175

53. **[Holocaust]** Report by a Padre with the British Forces Who Liberated Bergen Belsen. 1945. [10240]

Two full pages and a third of a page (foolscap, 33cm) typescript from a padre that entered Bergen Belsen Concentration Camp. Bergen Belsen was the only concentration camp to be liberated by the British. He describes the conditions prevailing within the camps and the horrific impact these sights had upon him. Here are some extracts: "Yesterday I went around the camp with a Doctor who commands a Hygiene Section. We estimated that there were some 2,000 bodies lying on the ground. - there will be more tomorrow. We saw every one of them except those at the bottom of the piles. I never thought in my wildest ravings that I should ever bury even one hundred people at the same time. Tomorrow with a Roman Catholic and Jewish Chaplain, I am burying over 4,000 people in a communal grave. It cannot be visualised. It has to be seen to be believed." "...and there were German women to run the female part of the camp. I have seen them - stony faced hard tough women. At times they were even more vicious and diabolical than the S.S. men. Somebody christened them the 'Brides of Hell.'" He ends off "All I have written about I have seen. And what I have seen I shall never forget. NEVER." Appended to the report are a few pages from a printed report - Appendix "O" to Chapter VII - (entitled) Belsen Concentration Camp [paginated 399 - 411 the second part is Annexure "B" to Appendix "O" to Chapter VII. This contains photographs of inmates and there is also a Diagramatic Layout of Bergen Belsen Concentration Camp. These look like they are part of an official publication/document and are 33cm. £695

54. **[Holocaust]** Zuleger, Eduard Emil. - Neuengamme Concentration Camp - Harrowing First Hand Account of Nazi Atrocities. c 1940s [10235]

1.5 sides Typewritten report in German. Here are a summary and extracts - The report is from the prisoner Eduard Emil Zuleger who was in Neuengamme concentration camp from January 1941 to April 1945. He was a prisoner clerk in the hospital. My position as a prisoner clerk in the hospital included working on and registering, the incidences of death in the main camp and in its attached labour camp, and in addition, producing monthly and quarterly reports on the rises and falls in the number of sick, and on the camp medical service in Neuengamme concentration camp for SS Standartenfuhrer Dr Lolling, who was head of the health service section in the SS Administrative Headquarters and also in charge of Department D III in Berlin. He describes the murder of patients by using injections of benzine after lights out and how 1100 prisoners were killed using this method. £475

55. **[Holocaust, Liturgy]** Hertz, Rabbi Dr J H "Pray for the Living! Remember the Dead!": A Passover Message by the Chief Rabbi. London, 1943. [5210]

Leaflet 21.5 cm high, 3 pp. Some soiling and two holes for filing. Contains a letter from Rabbi Hertz relating to Passover and asking "the men and women of Anglo-Jewry to recite at the Seder table - after filling of the Elijah cup and before the Scriptural verses Shefoch Chamoscho that apply so clearly to Nazi heathendom - Supplication For Our Surviving Bretheren in and From Nazi Lands; and Memorial Prayer For the Victims of Mass Massacres". The prayers are given in Hebrew and English. Dated Nissan 7th, 5703. £95

Original wrappers, 24cm, 101 pp, very good condition. Some wear and tearing to dj at top of spine £75


Blue gilt cloth, teg, xix, 636 p., 364 p. of plates, [3] leaves of plates : ill ; 29 cm. Ex. Admiralty library - There is a tipped in letter "with the compliments of the editor and the distribution committee" It has been recased in its original binding with new endpapers. Wear and fading to spine a robust copy. No 177 of 3000 Adler, Michael. - The British Jewry Book of Honour. London, 1922. Massive (3.5 inches thick) work on the military contribution of British Jewry and from other parts of the Empire notably Australia, Canada and Palestine to the WWI. Contains numerous essays, records of honours awarded and rolls of all Jewish soldiers in His Majesty's forces, 364 pages of photographs of Jewish soldiers. Lists honours such as Jewish VCs from WWI and DSOs etc £275

60. Ahad-Ha’am Igeret Ahad Ha-Am (Letters of Ahad Ha-am) - In Hebrew Jerusalem-Berlin (Yavneh - Moriah) 1923/4 [4970]

Six volumes bound in 3. 8vo., Text in Hebrew. Vol 1 1896 -1898 317 pp, Vol 2 1899-1901 274 pp , Vol 3 1902 -1907, 293 pp, Vol 4 1908-1912, 310 pp, Vol 5, 1913-1917, 321pp, Vol 6, 1918-1921, 276 pp Presentation (Association) copy to Leon Simon (later Sir Leon Simon) one of Ahad Ha-Ams leading proteges, and someone who translated many of his works and published a biography of Ahad Ha-Am. Inscription in Hebrew to ”Mr A (ryeh) Simon from Ahad HaAm Honour and Loved, London, Ellul 1923” other vols Leon Simon has written gift from Ahad Ha-am. It is also an association copy as several of the letters were written to Leon Simon. £250

61. American Hebrew (For Better Understanding Between Christians and Jews) - Sixtieth Anniversary Issue New York 1939 [8400]

Original wrappers, some damage to spine, 30cm, 98 pp. Advertisements. Special 60 anniversary issue. £85


Original cloth, 25cm, 419 pp. The book has a very lengthy analytic introduction by David Blumenthal with an extensively annotated translation with the original Judeo-Arabic text. £95

Genealogies


Gilt cloth, 4to, vg. 165 (English) + 42 (Hebrew) pp. Includes facsimiles of documents, genealogical charts and tables. £125

65. Cassel, Chava The Felsentein Family Chronicle. Jerusalem, Published by the family 2000 [10226]

Original cloth, 30 cm xiii +121 + 111 + 13 + family trees. The book is illustrated with photographs and extensive genealogical tables. It is divided into the story, the demographics, and the family trees. Which describes each of the descendants of the 12 children of Noah and Hannah. One corner is a bit worn and torn overall the condition is very good. £195


Original cloth, oblong 22 x 28 cm, 355 pp. There is a 12 page family directory inserted in a pocket on the inside rear paste-down. Illustrated with portraits and facsimiles of documents. It is ex-library the only sign of this is a class mark stuck to the base of the spine otherwise in excellent condition. This book is numbered. Book No 305 £195


Original decorative wrappers 30cm, 56 + 19 + 25pp plus many genealogical tables. A family genealogy which includes Jack Lunzer the collector of Hebrew books that built the Valmadonna Trust Library. £125


Original blue cloth, 34cm, 121 pp. Leaves - Printed on one side of the page only. Includes - a biographical sketch of Rabbi Doctor Joseph Strauss 1844 - 1922 Rabbi in Bradford, there is also an autobiographical account by him, There is also information on the Fraenckel Family.

£175

70. Haggadah Shel Pesach - First Israeli Army Haggadah. Jerusalem 1949

Original wrappers 20cm. This was the first Passover Haggadah published by the Israeli Defense Forces. "All subsequent Pesach Haggadah published by the army were more elaborate, but since this Haggadah was published right after the 1948 War of Independence the army used plates of another Haggadah published in the previous year by Lewin-Epstein. The difference between the first IDF edition and the edition it was copied from is the letter printed on the inside front cover to the soldiers from the first Chief Rabbi of the IDF, Shlomo Gorontschik (Shlomo Goren), later to become the Chief Rabbi of Israel. He writes in Hebrew 'After 2000 years of physical and spiritual slavery, we have merited to celebrate the festival of freedom......and just as we left Egypt and saw miracles so too we saw in the War of Independence that we raged in our land. Raise high the flag of freedom that you have acquired by your hands in great bravery and self sacrifice as we envision the complete Redemption and celebrate the Festival of Passover .... ' " See Shalom Freedman - Rabbi Shlomo Goren: Torah Sage and General (page 36)

£250


More recent cloth, 80 pp Text in Hebrew with German translation. Ex Library. Looks like there were wrappers which were not bound in when bound. A bit of staining to title page with library stamp, some age-tanning. Overall a pretty good copy.

£225


Original black cloth, 25cm 388 pp. Text in Hebrew. A critical edition of one the earliest Chassidic works by the main follower of the Baal Shem Tov. First published in Korets in 1781. This is a critical edition with an amended text based on manuscripts, an extensive commentary, annotations and indices.

£50

73. Ehrentreu, Ph.D, Rabbi J. E. - Youth Appeals To Us. Melbourne, Mahzikai Hatorah 1945

Original wrappers, 17.5 cm, 72 pp Some age tanning and wear to spine. Overall condition vg. see Serge Liberman - A Bibliography of Australain Judaica pg 173

£38

74. Frank, Rabbi Tzvi Pesach (Zvi). - Mikroai Kodesh - Biurim Uvirurim Pesakim V'Chokrai Halachot B'Inyanei Pesach Jerusalem, Machon HaRav Frank 1978

Second revised edition. 2 volumes original black cloth, 25 cm. 272 + 248 pp Text entirely in Hebrew. Rav Frank (1873-1960) was the Rabbi of Jerusalem, an important Halachic authority and close colleague of Rav Kook.

£45

75. Friedlander, Michael. Kitve ha-Kodesh - The Jewish Family Bible, containing the Pentateuch, the Prophets and the Hagiographa in Hebrew and English. "This Bible is printed with the sanction of the Rev. Dr. Adler, Chief Rabbi, and the English translation is the Anglican version revised by M. Friedlander, Principal of Jews' College". London, J. and W. Rider 1881

£195
Modern full leather binding, 5 raised bands, gilt titles and decorations, all edges gilt. Kitve ha-Kodesh - The Holy Bible on half title. 1,978 + (2) pp Text in English and Hebrew. Some wear and repairs to minor tearing to title page and one or two other early pages before the start of the bible. A very handsomely bound copy of this rare bible. In the 'Jerusalem Bible' published by Koren in 1997 it says that as a basis for that edition of the 'Jewish Family Bible' 1881 edited by Michael Friedlander and with the sanction of Chief Rabbi Adler was used because of "two important merits it is faithful to the Masora the received Hebrew text, and it retained as much as Jewish sentiment permitted of the unsurpassed language and rhythm of the 'Authorized Version' of 1611. " "This Bible is printed with the sanction of the Rev. Dr. Adler, Chief Rabbi, and the English translation is the Anglican version revised by M. Friedlander, Principal of Jews' College".

£450

76. **Goldziher, Ignaz (Yitzchak Yehudah) Kitzur Toldot HaSifrut Haarabit - A Short History of Arabic Literature.** Jerusalem, Magnes Press, 1952. [10221]

Original cloth backstrip with paper covered boards, 21 cm 168 pp Text in Hebrew. Translated from the Hungarian by Pessah Shinar. Goldziher (1850-1921) was pioneer of Islamic studies.

£45


First edition. Original wrappers, 64 pp illustrated mostly black and white, a couple in colour, tipped in colour picture of Gertler's Merry Go Round on inside front cover. The Exhibition was at at the Belgrave Gallery in London from 15th March to 16th April 1978 and at the Cartwirght Hall Art Gallery Bradford from 8th July to 6th August 1978

£45


Original wrappers, 21.5 cm, unpagedinated (20 pp),

£25


Original wrappers, stencilled 28 cm, 9 pp. Text in Yiddish. In 1978 I B Singer won the Nobel Prize for literature. This booklet was issued for an event celebrating "a golden year for Yiddish literature"

£75
    Original paper covered boards, cloth backstrip, 25cm, iiv + 121 pp. Very good condition. No date but circa 1940 £150
    Orig wrapps., 22cm, 7 pp. A comparison between the state of Orthodox Jewry in America in 1920 and 1964 £15
    Original wrappers, spiral bound, 59 pp. Text in German, some Hebrew characters. Published by his wife and sons on the 5th anniversary (Jahrzeit) of his death. £25
    Original red cloth, 22cm, 301 +(3) pp. Text in Yiddish. Esther Keitman (Ester Kraytman) was the sister of I J Singer and Isaac Bashevis Singer. She attempted to establish herself as a writer. Her first published book was a translation of George Bernard Shaw’s - The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism (Warsaw, 1930). See Prawer - Yiddish Culture in Britain SS Prawer in the JC of 29th July, 1983 wrote "Although a rather clumsy fiction with a lurch into melodrama at the end, Brilyantin is full of incidental felicities .... The novel also contains some acute psychological insights, as well as a sub-text of which the author seems not fully aware. This speaks of hysteria, Oedipal complexes and mental disturbances of various kinds all of which colour the story-teller's vision.... As a document of Jewish life in particular places at a particular period, and of a sad disturbed sensibility, Brilyantin has great value" quoted in Prawer - Yiddish Culture in Britain. £125
85. Leitner, Rabbi Yehoshua - Minhagei Frankfurt: An Anthology of Minhagim of the Kehilla of Frankfurt - on - Main, Selected from seforim and manuscripts and arranged in chronological order - Section on Festivals - Minhogim of Yom Tov. Collected and arranged by Rabbi Zvi Yehoshua Leitner Jerusalem, 5742. [10242] Original blue gilt cloth. 3cm, 160 pages in Hebrew 69 pages in English plus 9 pages of facsimiles and photographs. £65
    Portrait in crayon of of Ben-Gurion 31 × 25 cm by the English Jewish Artist Emmanuel Levy. Mounted ready for framing size mounted 43 × 37 cm. Emmanuel Levy is included in the catalogue for the exhibition 'Jewish Artists of Great Britain 1845-1945' exhibited at the Belgrave Gallery 15th March/16th April 1978 see item. £375
87. [Ben Gurion] Photograph. [10256]
    Photograph of Ben Gurion while he was Prime Minster and Minister for Defence (late 1950s). Photograph measures 24 × 18 cm. The mount is 37 × 31 cm. The mount is captioned in Hebrew and French “David Ben Gurion, Prime Minster and Minister of Defence of the State of Israel”. On the back of the mount is a stamp in Hebrew ‘Organ of Jewish Defence’ £150

89. Marmorstein, Emil. A Martyr's Message - To commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the murder of Professor De-Haan. London (printed by G J George), 1975. [10177] Orig yellow wrappers, 22.5 cm, 16 pp Neturei Karta - £30

90. MOYSE, Gabrielle-Esther. - Le Feminisme Dans La Bible Hebraique. Versailles, Lostanges-Meyssac 1934 [10251]
First edition. Original wrappers 71+ (4 ) pp Text in French. Presentation copy signed by the author. 22cm £65


First edition. Cloth backstrip paper covered boards, original wrappers bound in. 35 pp Text in German Worldcat has 3 copies, NLI, Ohio State and Denmark £85

Original cloth, oblong 20.5cm h x 21.5 cm w. vii page English introduction all the rest is in Hebrew, 43 + 252 pp. There is a substantial introduction and extensive annotations. Minor signs of wear but a very good copy. £65

First edition. Three volumes. 25cm. 267 + 298 + 442 pp. The first two volumes are 'Five Portraits of Jewish Philosophers' volume one covers Rav Saadia Gaon, Emunot V'Deot; Rabbeau Bachaye, Chovot HaLevovot; Rabbi Yehuda HaLevi, Hakuzari. Volume 2 - Maimonides More Nevuchim (Guide for the Perplexed) and Rav Yossef Albo, Sefer Ikarim. Volume 3 is entirely devoted Rav Chasdai Crescas. £75

95. Wagenseil, Johann Christoph Tela Ignea Satanae, Hoc est,arcani, et horribles Judaeorum adversus Christum Deum et Christianam religionem libri ("Flaming arrows of Satan: that is, the secret and horrible books of the Jews against Christ, God, amd the Christian religion") Farnborough, Gregg International, 1970. [10181]
2 volumes original green cloth, 23cm, 6 parts in  volumes. Facsimile reprint of the Aldorf edition of 1681. A collection of works written by Jews for use in Jewish Christian disputations and controversies. Wagenseil published these for the first time, with a Latin translation and his own introduction, with the intention of making Christians aware of the Jewish objections to Christianity and thus to refute them. Many of these Jewish writings were published for the first time in this volume. Text in Latin and Hebrew with occasional Greek, Syriac and Arabic. Frontispeice portrait of the author. £85

Antiquarian Seforim

96. Ben Shimon, Rafael Aharon Ben David. U'Matzur Dvash. Jerusalem, Defus Shmuel Halevi Zuckerman, 1912. [10218]
First edition. Folio (40cm) 147 leaves. Responsa on the four sections of the Shulchan Aruch. Ex library. Gluck Kuntres Hateshuvot Hachadash No. 1234. £125
